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Abstract 

In this report the mode structure of the open resonator (e.g. a laser cav
ity) is analyzed. Due to outcoupling through the partially reflecting mirrors, 
the resonator mode functions ,are non-orthogonal, resulting in a linewidth en
hancement factor larger than unity. Since this is not related to the presence 
of an active medium the passive resonator is stuclied only. The relation be
tween the resonator modes, anti-resonator modes and so-called adjoint modes 
is studied. It is shown that the rigorous method by using adjoint modes in 
calculating the linewidth enhancement factor is well approximated by the ap
proach of Hamel and Woerdman, who used the anti-resonator modes in stead. 
In the second part of this report a system composed of two coupled cavities 
is studied. This is used as a model for a resonator in contact with an exter
nal cavity and formulated in terms of quanturn mechanica! coupled harmonie 
oscillators. The dynamics of this model is analyzed, after quantization of the 
Hamiltonian, by using the coherent state representation. To determine the 
subdynamics of an observable the Mori theory is introduced and applied to 
the system of coupled harmonie oscillators. 
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1 Introduetion 

In laser theory the electromagnetic field is usually decomposed in orthogonal eigen
modes of the resonator ( or cavity). These eigenmodes are orthogonal because the 
boundary conditions are based ~n the assumption that the output from the res
onator is negligible. Although this is a good approximation in many cases (like 
e.g. gas lasers with their high reftectivity mirrors) it is no longer true in the case 
of semiconductor lasers. Here, the outcoupling can he rather large due tothefact 
that it is not always possible to enclose the resonator between highly reftective 
mirrors. Usually the resonator is bounded only by the interface of the semicon
ductor with air, and has a reftectivity that is significantly smaller than unity. In 
this case the boundary conditions become different and the resonator modes are 
no longer orthogonal [5,15]. 

The non-orthogonality of the resonator modes infl.uences the (spectral) character
istics of the laser. This effect can he expressed by comparing the linewidth of 
the laser with the linewidth obtained by assuming a negligible outcoupling. This 
ideallinewidth is often referred to as the Schawlow-Townes linewidth [10]. Due to 
outcoupling this linewidth becomes larger by a factor that is known as linewidth 
enhancement factor or Petermann-factor. 

Petermann [8] showed in 1979 that the laser linewidth increases due to non
uniformity of the (transverse) field distribution in the resonator. Since then other 
causes for laser linewidth enhancement were found. 
In 1984 Ujihara [13] first predicted the modification of the laser linewidth due to 
outcoupling in termsof longitudinal resonator modes. 
Spontaneons emission in the laser medium was recognized as a souree for noise and 
hence for linewidth enhancement [4,8,11]. Therefore the linewidth enhancement 
factor is often referred to as excess noise factor as well. 
In 1989 Siegman [11] identified the non-orthogonality of the transverse modes 
as underlying property leading to excess noise. Based on this article, Hamel and 
Woerdman [3] (also in 1989) published an artiele in which the non-orthogonality of 
the longitudinal resonator modes was used to obtain the longitudinal excess noise 
factor. These two articles are the basis for chapter 2 of this report, in which the 
excess noise factor is analyzed in detail for the case of the open resonator. Since 
the interest here is directed at the effects due to outcoupling, this report deals 
with the passive open resonator only, i.e. a resonator without active medium but 
with the possibility of large outcoupling. In chapter 2 it will he shown that the 
Hamel-Woerdman approach is questionable from a mathematica} point of view but 
is nevertheless a good approximation. 

In chapter 3 the open resonator will he modeled by a cavity divided into two 
parts by a partially reftecting mirror. The mode structure of this coupled cavity 
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system is analyzed in detail and used to obtain the total system's Hamiltonian. 
This will lead to the problem of coupled harmonie oscillators. The Hamiltonian 
is quantized, using the conventional quantization scheme and the Rotating Wave 
Approximation. 

Chapter 4 discusses the coupled harmonie oscillator problem using the theory of 
quanturn opties (some definitions are included in appendix C). The dynamics of 
the state of the system is obtained by using coherent state representations. Also 
the time dependenee of the photon number in one mode of the cavity is consid
ered. The relation with the concept of linewidth is also adressed by determining 
the spectrum of the electric field amplitude in one mode of the system. 

In chapter 5 the Mori theory is introduced. Using this theory it is possible to 
describe the subdynamics of quanturn observables. After introduction, the Mori 
theory is applied to the case of t~o coupled harmonie oscillators with the photon 
number as observable. This can he compared with the result obtained in chapter 
4. Also the subdynamies of the annihilation and creation operators for one mode 
of the cavity is studied. 

Finally some conclusions are given in chapter 6. 
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2 Longitudinal resonator mode analysis 

In this chapter the longitudinal noise factor, as introduced by Petermann [8,14] 
for the case of an open resonator, will he considered. The discussion here will 
he restricted to the contribution due to loss through the mirrors enclosing the 
resonator. The treatment of this noise factor invites the introduetion of adjoint 
modes, corresponding to the resonator modes, in a biorthogonality scheme. Such 
an approach, using anti-resonator modes, was published by Hamel and Woerdman 
[3]. They used a definition for the longitudinal noise factor analogous to that 
introduced by Siegman [11] for transverse modes. It will he shown that their 
approach is a good approximation compared with the more rigorous approach 
that will he used here. 

2.1 Mirror model 

r,t 

a c 

b d 

Figure 1: Schematical representation of a partially reflecting mirror. Amplitude 
and direction of travelling waves incident on and reflected or transmitted by the 
mirror are indicated. 

Before analyzing the open resonator a partially reflecting mirror is considered, 
two of which will form an enclosed cavity or resonator. Such a mirror can not 
he uniquely characterised by its reflectivity R and transmissivity T = 1 - R, 
since these parameters give no information about amplitude phases. The wave 
equation describes wave amplitudes, so that we need the amplitude reflectivity 
r and amplitude transmissivity t. The relation between r and t is given by the 
conditions [10] 

1tl2 + lrl2 = 1 

t*r + tr* = 0 

(1) 
(2) 

These conditions arise from the requirement that there is no absorption of energy 
by the mirror. Also the mirror is symmetrie, meaning that waves coming from the 
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right and the left side experience the same reflectivity and transmissivity. 
The travelling wave amplitudes on hoth sides of the mirror are related as follows 
( see figure 1) 

( ~) = ( : ~ ) ( ~) (3) 

where matrix notation is used. This is an example of a scattering matrix [10]. 
A possihle choice for the amplitude reflectivity is r = -VR which gives for the 
amplitude transmissivity t = iv1 - R. Although other choices are also possihle 
we will restriet ourselves to one specific choice only, since the difference lies in 
phase factors only. 

2.2 Open resonator modes 

The resonator of length L is enclosed hy two partially reflecting mirrors with 
amplitude reflectivities r1 and r2'. These coeffi.cients r 1 and r2 can he chosen hoth 
real and positive, provided that we take the minus sign of the amplitude reflectivity 
into account so that the Siegman conditions for the mirror hecome 

c 

b 

ta- rd 

-ra+ td 

with r positive and real and t = iV1 - r 2 • 

For the open resonator prohlem the wave equation 

a2u a2u -- =c2 __ 
8t2 8x2 

has to he solved. The solutions to this equation are of the form 

u. -iwt 
(z,t) = U(z) e 

(4) 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

with w = kc. Note that the wave numher k is complex ( k = k1 + ik2 ) in the case 
of an open resonator. Suhstitution in the wave equation results in the Helmholtz 
equation for U(z) : 

(8) 

As aresult of the directionality of the outcoupling through hoth mirrors at x= 0 
and x = L, the houndary conditions have to he formulated in terms of waves 
travelling to the right or to the left; the solution is written as 

(9) 

where the sign denotes the direction of propagation. The wave travelling to the 
right is utz) "' eikz. 
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u 

x=O x=L 

Figure 2: Geometry of open resonator. Partially refiecting mirrors are positioned 
at x = 0 and x = L. For the resonator problem there are no travelling waves 
entering the resonator from either side. 

The boundary conditions become 

x=O: 

x=L: 

(10) 

(11) 

These boundary equations result from (4) and (5) by setting the amplitude of the 
incoming waves equal to zero (see figure 2). 
The general solution of (8) has the form 

(12) 

The solution outside the resonator is obtained by consirlering the travelling waves 
transmitted through both mirrors. From the mirror model in the first section it 
is seen that t; = iJl - rj, ;' = 1, 2. The solution is found from the boundary 
conditions 

u(-o) = t1 u(+o) 

u(L+O) = t2utL-O) 

We will first solve for the resonator and then give the complete solution. 

Substitution of the general solution into the boundary conditions gives 

x =0: 

x=L: 

a= -r1b 
be-ikL = -r2aeikL 

This results in the following condition for k 
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(14) 

(15) 
(16) 

(17) 



This can be rewritten as follows 

From this equation the possible yalues for k1 are found. 

k - n7r 
~--

L 
n=0,±1,±2, ... 

Defining the gain coefficient g = -k2 a further result is 

1 
g = --lnr1r 2 2L 

The solution to (8) finally becomes 

Un(z) = { 

with 
n7r 

k1 = L n = 0, ±1, ±2, .. and 

Normalization of U(z) on the interval [0, L] gives 

x<O 
O~x~L 

x>L 

( 
2gdr2 ) 

112 

a = (r1 + r2) (1 - r1r2) 

(18} 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Note that in the limiting case r1 = r2 = 1 the solution becomes U(z) ,...... sin k1x 
within the (closed) resonator. The solution for negative value of n then gives the 
same solution as for positive n. The set of solutions in this ideal case are known 
to forma complete set of functions for the Hilbert space L2 ([0, L]). This Hilbert 
space L2 ([0, L]) is the linear space of quadratically integrable complex functions on 
the domain [0, L]. For this Hilbert space the open resonator modes are expected 
to form a complete basis as well, although it has not been possible yet to prove 
this rigorously. We will discuss this subject in more detail in the next section. 
Another aspect of the resonator modes is their non-orthogonality. This can be 
seen if we evaluate the scalar product of two resonator modes. The scalar product 
on the Hilbert space L2 ([0, L]) is defined by 1 

(lig) = loL ftz)9(z) dx (24) 

For the resonator modes Un and Um the scalar product is given by 

1To simplify the notation Dirac brackets are used to denote a scalar product. 
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which is clearly not identical to Ónm· 

Finally we consider the case that w = -kc, which also satisfies the dispersion rela
tion w 2 = k2c2 • The same Helmholtz equation with the same boundary equations 
have to he solved, but now the :wave travelling to the right is utz) - e-ikz. The 
solution within the resonator becomes 

(26) 

where kt and g are also given by (19) and (20) respectively and normalization is 
obtained by 

a 
(27) 

It is easily verified that this solution is identical to the solution given by (21) with 
opposite sign of kt. The choice w = -kc therefore does not lead to new solutions 
of the Helmholtz equation. 

2.3 Completeness of open resonator modes 

In this section we will discuss in more detail the question whether the open res
onator modes, as obtained above, form a complete set of functions in the Hilbert 
space L2 ([0, L]). We will start by consiclering two cases of a closed resonator, both 
of which are closely related to our problem of the open resonator. 
First consider the ideal case of a closed resonator on the interval [0, L]. Then the 
resonator modes are given by U(z) - sin knx (kn = n7r I L ; n = 1, 2, .. ), which are 
known to form a complete set of functions on the Hilbert space L2 ([0, L]). The 
reason for this is the fact that the operator -a2 I Bx2 with boundary conditions 
U(o) = U(L) = 0 is self-adjoint. This means that the hermitian adjoint of this opera
tor has the same domain of definition (i.e. the set of twice differentiable functions 
from L2([0,L]) which satisfy the boundary conditions) as the operator itself. From 
this follows that the eigenfunctions U(z) - sin knx with kn = n7r I L (n = 1, 2, .. ) 
forma complete set of functions in L2 ([0, L]), so that 

The second case we consider is the closed resonator on the interval [-L, L]. Now 
the complete orthogonal set of functions on the Hilbert space L2 ([-L, L]) becomes 

sin n7rxl L , cos ( n + ~) 1rxl L , n = 0, 1, 2, .. (29) 

By projection of these functions Wn(z) on the Hilbert space L2 ([0,L]) according to 

P { 
Wn(z) 

Wn(z) = O 

7 

O~x~L 

-L ~x< 0 
(30) 



it follows that the functions Pwn(z) give an overcomplete set in the Hilbert space 
L2 ([0, L]). It can also he seen that this projected set is in general no longer an 
orthorrormal set, since 

{31) 

if 

{32) 

The resonator modes as obtained in the previous section were seen to reduce to 
the set of functions of the first case above in the limit r1 = r2 = 1. In that case the 
resonator modes form a complete orthogonal set on the Hilbert space L2([0, L]). 
As the amplitude reflectivities become smaller than unity the resonator modes 

uo 

u2 

us ( c) 
u2 

( c) 
Us U-2 

u_s 

Figure 3: Schematical representation of the set of open resonator modes compared 
to the case of the closed resonator. See text for more detail. 

split up as is schematically shown in figure 3. Only a few modes are included 
in the figure although the dimension of the Hilbert space is infinite. The veetors 
u~c) represent modes of the closed resonator, and the veetors Um represent modes 
of the open resonator. Note that there is no vector ubc). The resonator modes 
for the open resonator are obtained by continuous deformation of the complete 
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orthonormal set of modes for the closed resonator. This can he written as follows 

Un(:z:) 
- s+u(c) 
- n(:z:) 

Un(:z:) 
- s- (c) 
,- u_n(:z:) 

n>O 

n<O 

(33) 

(34) 

Here the operators 5± depend on r 1 and r2 , and converge to the unity operator I 
as rb r 2 ---+ 1. 
If we compare the open resonator to the case of the closed resonator on the interval 
[-L, L] considered above, it is likely that the resonator modes form an overcom
plete, non-orthonormal set in the Hilbert space L2 ([0, L]). In order to prove this, 
it must he shown that the operators s+ and s- are bounded operators [9]. Mul
tiplying (33) and (34) on the left side by a closed resonator mode and integrating 
over the interval [0, L]leads to 

lo
L 

(c)* ± (c) 

0 
um(:z:) S un(:z:) dx 

lo
L 

(c) * (open) 

0 
um(:z:)u±n(:z:) dx (35) 

Unfortunately it has not been possible to prove that s+ or s- is a bounded 
operator. Nevertheless we will assume here that the set of resonator modes for 
positive n indeed forms a complete, although non-orthogonal, set of functions 
for the Hilbert space L2([0, L]). The justification lies in the fact that the open 
resonator modes, both for n > 0 and for n < 0, are obtained by continuous 
deformation of the complete set of closed resonator modes u~{:z:), as shown above. 

2.4 Anti-resonator modes 

V 

x=O X= L 

Figure 4: Geometry of open (anti-)resonator. Partially reflecting mirrors are posi
tioned at x = 0 and x = L. For the anti-resonator problem there are no travelling 
waves leaving the resonator to either side. 
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In discussions on open resonators another type of modes is often mentioned. These 
anti-resonator modes Vn(z) are solutions to the wave equation with waves entering 
the resonator in stead of leaving the resonator. Hence, these modes are found 
by solving the Helmholtz equation as in section 2.2, but with different boundary 

I 

conditions : 

The solution becomes 

x=O: 

x=L: 

k - n7r 
1--

L 
n = 0,±1,±2, ... 

' 1 
g = --lnr1r 2 

2L 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

The solutions for w = -kc again give the sameset of solutions as given above. The 
solution becomes identical to the resonator mode by changing the sign of k1 . This 
means that the resonator modes with negative k1 are precisely the anti-resonator 
modes with positive k1 • The solution outside the resonator differs only in the 
direction of propagation of the travelling wave. 
The remark in the previous section on the completeness of the resonator modes 
also applies to the anti-resonator modes. We will assume that the set Vn(z) for 
n > 0 forms a complete basis for the Hilbert space L2 ([0, L]) as well. 
Furthermore the anti-resonator modes are not orthogonal either. For the anti
resonator modes Vn and Vm the scalar product is given by 

Llcl2 (vnlvm) = . ((-1)(n-m)(r2e2gL- e-2gL) + 1- r2) {42) 
t(n- m)1r + 2gL 1 

1 

which is clearly not identical to 6nm· 
Before introducing yet another set of basis functions for the Hilbert space L2([0, L]), 
the next section will introduce the concept of biorthogonality, which applies to 
non-orthogonal bases in a linear space. 

2.5 Non-orthogonal bases and biorthogonality 

The scalar product for the Hilbert space L2 ([0, L]) is defined by 

(flg) = laL ftz)9(z) dx 
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Given an orthogonal basis lan) for the Rilhert space it is possible to write any 
vector 11) as a linear combination of basis vectors. 

(44) 
n 

To determine the expansion coefi.cients Pn we multiply on the left side with (aml 
and use the orthogonality of basis veetors 

(45) 
n n 

So far the orthogonal basis. As mentioned in previous sections it is possible to 
have a non-orthogonal basis. In that case it is not possible to obtain the expansion 
coefficients as above. For a non-orthogonal basis lbn) we define another set of 
veetors lcn) that satisfy the relation 

This relation is called the biorthogonality relation and the set lcn) is called the 
biorthogonal set or adjoint set corresponding to lbn)· 
Writing once more an expansion of ·I/) in basis veetors 

n 

the expansion coeficients qn can he obtained by multiplying on the left side with 
(cml and using the biorthogonality relation 

(48) 
n n 

It is important to note that if the set lbn) is normalized then the biorthogonal set 
lcn) cannot he normalized at the same time and still satisfy the biorthogonality 
relation. This can he shown as follows. Assume that 

(49) 

Since lcn) must obey the biorthogonality relation we have 

(50) 

Now the norm of the adjoint mode lcn) becomes 

(51) 

Equality applies only in the case of orthogonality. This result shows that the norm 
of the adjoint functions is larger than unity in the case of non-orthogonality of a 
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normalized set lbn) and is determined by the biorthogonality relation. 
In the previous sections we introduced two non-orthogonal bases for the open 
resonator problem. The resonator modes Un and the anti-resonator modes Vn are 
often referred to as satisfying the biorthogonality relation [3,5]. Calculation of the 
scalar product for the resonator' mode Un and anti-resonator mode Vm gives the 
following result 

which is not identical to 6nm· The scalar product differs from 6nm by 1) a small 
number given by a function F(n+m) dependent on (n + m) and 2) a factor 2a2 Ljr1 

unequal to unity. This means tha.t the anti-resonator modescan only he biorthog
onal to the resonator modes in approximation. 
The function F becomes small for large wave numbers and canthen he neglected. 
Next, by re-normalization of the anti-resonator modes, the factor can he made 
equal to unity. This is precisely the approximation that Hamel and Woerdman 
use in their approach. The renormalization of the anti-resonator modes means 
that their norm becomes larger then unity, which is identified as the excess noise 
factor (see section 2.7) 
In the next section we will give a method of arriving at the adjoint modes that do 
satisfy the biorthogonality relation exactly. 

2.6 Adjoint modes 

In this section the set of adjoint modes <l>n(z), corresponding to the set of resonator 
modes Un(z), is determined. Both sets satisfy the biorthogonality relation 

(53) 

which was discussed in the previous section. 
It should he stressed that whereas the Un are normalized this is not the case for the 
adjoint modes satisfying the biorthogonality relation. Writing the adjoint modes 
as a linear combination of resonator modes 2 

(54) 

2 From linear analysis it is known that the adjoint modes form an equivalent basis for the same 
Hilbert space as spanned by the modes themselves. 
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this leads to 

{L U~(z) L Cmlul(z) dx lo 1 

:!:= L c,mAnl = Dnm (55) 
I 

where An~ = (unlu1) as given insection 2.2. Note that only in the case of a closed 
resonator An1 = Dnz, in which case the adjoint modes are identical to the resonator 
modes. 
In matrix notation the expansion coeflidents C1m are found from 

AC= I => C = A-1 (56) 

In order to obtain the matrix C of expansion coeflidents for the adjoint modes the 
matrix A is numerically inverted taking into account a large number of resonator 
modes. The dimension of the Hil,bert space L2{[0, L]) is infinity, which means that 
for an exact result the inversion of an infinite matrix must he performed. This is 
not possible so that a large dimension of the matrix must he used to approximate 
the result with suflident accuracy. The convergence of the method must also he 
investigated. 
Using (54) the excess noise factor Kn is calculated as follows (the origin of this 
definition will he discussed in the next section) 

Kn = (4>nl4>n) = L c~nClnAml 
m,l 

L c~n L c,nAml 
m I 

C~n = Cnn (57) 

This result shows that it is not necessary to explidtly calculate the adjoint modes, 
but that it is suflident to calculate the inverse matrix C for some large dimen
sion D. In figure 5 the calculated value for the K-factor is shown as function of 
1/ D. A rather extreme case (r1 = 0.9, r2 = 0.1) of large outcoupling is consid
ered. The length of the cavity is assumed to he L = 50 J.tm and the wavelength is 
À = 600 nm which gives a wave number n = 83. From figure 5 it can he seen that 
the numerical result converges rather slow. Extrapolation of the shown data in 
figure 5 gives Kn = 4.40. As will he shown in a later section for this case the Pe
termann and Hamel-Woerdman results can both he used and give Kn = 4.41. The 
condusion that can he made is that for all practical purposes the approximation 
made by Hamel and Woerdman is accurate enough. The calculations above were 
also performed fora few less extreme cases, but then the K-factor is close to unity 
and no significant differences are observed between the methods discussed. It is 
therefore concluded that the Hamel-Woerdman approach, although not correct in 
that it identifies the anti-resonator modes with the adjoint modes, gives a very 
reasonable approximation. 
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5.0 r--------------------,,-----------. 

4.0 

3.0 

2.0 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0 

1/0 

Figure 5: Results of numerically calculated K-factor for different sizes of the matrix 
A. The dimension of the complex valued matrix A is given by 2D+l. The K-factor 
is shown versus 1/ D and extrapolation to the axis gives a limiting value of K = 4.40 
for an infinite matrix size. See the text for more detail. 

2. 7 Noise power expansion in adjoint modes 

In this section we will show the conneetion between the approach from Siegman 
[11] fortransverse modes and the Hamel-Woerdman [3] approach for longitudinal 
modes. In order to do this we start from the wave equation including the noise 
polarization as souree term 

a2 E B2 E B2 PN 
Bx2 - JU. at2 = J..'---at2 (58) 

The damping term due to conductivity u of the medium is omitted here (u= 0), 
and the one dimensional scalar wave equation is used. 
Let the time dependenee of the field amplitudes he given by 
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with real frequency w given by 

k 
w =kc=--

-.ftP-
(61) 

Substitution of these relations into the wave equation gives the already familiar 
Helmholtz equation 

a2 E<z) 2- 2-
ax2 + k E(z) = p,w PN(z) (62) 

where the real wave number kis given by 

(63) 

Eigenmodes of this equation can now he obtained by considering the homogeneous 
problem including the proper boundary conditions. 

d2
Un(z) 2 _ 
dx2 + kn Un(z) - 0 (64) 

The boundary conditions are the same as given for the resonator problem. This 
leads to the Hamel-Woerdman resonator mode~ as pr~sented earlier. Using this 
set of resonator modes it is possible to expand E and PN as follows 

n 
(65) 

(66) 

Substituting these expansions into the Helmholtz equation (62) gives a relation 
between the expansion coeffi.cients Pn and Cn 

(67) 

We now consider the total noise power I within the resonator in an analogous way 
as Siegman used fortransverse modes. 

(68) 

with the Pn given by 

(69) 
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and 

Anm = loL U~(z)Um(z) dx (70) 

The adjoint modes must he used in order to calculate the coeffi.cients Pn hecause of 
the non-orthogonality of the resonator modes. It is here that Hamel and Woerd
man use the anti-resonator modes insteadof the adjoint modes intheir approach. 
Using the relation ( closure) 

L 4>~(z')Un(z) = Ö(z-z') (71) 
n 

one finds that 

(72) 

With Siegman [11] we assume the noise polarization to he 6-function correlated in 
the spatial coordinate, so that 

(73) 

It is now straightforward to calculate the factor P~Pm in (68) 

(74) 

This leads to the total (average) noise power at frequency w due to noise polar
ization 

(75) 

We can go one step further and separate the n = m terms from the sum and write 

(76) 
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where 

Kn = loL cf>n(z)cf>~(z) dx (77) 

Bnm 
1 = loL cf>n(z)cf>:n(z) dx {78) 

Here Kn represents the {Petermann) excess noise factor for the nth mode. The 
Bnm represent noise correlation factors between different modes which we will not 
discuss further. 
In obtaining the results above we have foliowed the derivation of Siegman for the 
case of transverse modes as close as possible. Using an expansion in terms of the 
longitudinal resonator modes the result shows the appearance of the Petermann 
excess noise factor in terms of the adjoint modes. Since the adjoint modes differ 
from the {non-orthogonal) resonator modes in the case of an open cavity (and 
since we have shown their norm ·to be larger then unity, Kn 2: 1) the Petermann 
factor refiects the excess noise due to loss from the cavity. This can be seen as 
follows. If we denote the noise power for the closed resonator by (10 ) then the 
noise is enhanced by a factor given by {neglecting the correlation terms with Bnm) 

2 

{79) 

The approximation is for large wave numbers and not too large outcoupling, where 
n1r > gL. We will turn to the alternatives for calculating this excess noise factor 
in more detail now. 

2.8 Excess noise factor 

In literature two different approaches are presented to calculate the longitudinal 
excess noise factor . This factor is also referred to in literature as 'spontaneous 
emission factor', 'K-factor', 'linewidth enhancement factor' or 'Petermann factor'. 
Due to the fact that the excess noise factor results from several ( not always re
lated) physical mechanisms, this leads to some confusion. 
The first approach was presented by Petermann [8,14]. Basedon an earlier anal
ysis by Suematsu and Furuya [12] he derived a result for the excess noise factor 
in terms of resonator modes. Since most interest was directed at the infiuence of 
spontaneons emission and transverse modes, less attention was given to the longi
tudinal modes. 
A second approach was published by Hamel and Woerdman [3] basedon an arti
ele by Siegman [ 11]. Siegman gave an analysis of the excess noise for the case of 
transverse modes. He derived an expression for the excess noise factor in terms 
of adjoint modes of the resonator problem. Hamel and Woerdman applied this 
result to the case of longitudinal modes and used the anti-resonator modes as an 
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approximation of the adjoint modes. 
In this chapter both approaches will be evaluated and compared to a more rigorous 
application of Siegman's method which was introduced in the previous section. 

Petermann [14] gives the follow'ing expression for the longitudinal excess noise 
factor. 

L 2 
2 

Kn = fo L lun(z) I dx (80) 
fo u!(z) dx 

Inserting the expression for the resonator modes leads to the following exact ex
pression for the K-factor. 

K _ r~ (2n7r) 2 + (2gL) 2 

n- a4 L2 (4n7r)2 + (r11 + r21 - r1 - r2- 4gL)2 
(81) 

For n > 10 a good approximation is 

(82) 

independent of n. 

Applying Siegman's result fortransverse modes [11] to our problem, the longitu
dinal excess noise factor K must be defined in termsof the adjoint modes tPn(z) in 
stead of the resonator modes Un(z)· This leads to the following definition for the 
longitudinal excess noise factor (K-factor) 

Kn . loL tP~(z)<f>n(z) dx (83) 

Hameland Woerdman [3] published a treatment of the K-factor in which they ap
proximated the adjoint modes <l>n(z) by (re-normalized) anti-resonator modes Vn(z). 

By renormalization we refer to the fact that in section 2.4 the anti-resonator modes 
were normalized to unity norm. As shown in section 2.5, the anti-resonator modes 
are not biorthogonal to the resonator modes. By multiplying the antiresonator 
modes Vn(z) by a constant so that they approximately satisfy the biorthogonality 
relation (53) we find 

Vn(z) = (2a* cL t 1
vn(z) 

Now the K-factor is calculated as follows 

K. = f ·~·>"·(·) dx = c~~j.J 

(84) 

(85) 

Substituting the constant a gives the result (82), the same result as obtained by 
Petermann. Where Petermann used the limit of large wave numbers, Hameland 
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Woerdman made the approximation by using anti-resonator modes in stead of 
adjoint modes. 

A comparison with the more rigorous approach of adjoint modes was already 
presented in section 2.6. Th ere,' using a numerical calculation for a case of large 
outcoupling r 1r 2 = 0.09, we arived at aresult for the excess noise factor K = 4.40, 
whereas equation (82) for this case gives a value of K = 4.41. The close agreement 
of both results for this rather extreme case justifies the use of (82) in calculating 
the K-factor for practical situations. 

2.9 Transformation into souree problem 

The problem as considered so far in this chapter is a boundary value problem. 
Discussions on linewidth enhancement use polarization of the medium within the 
resonator as a driving force of .the electromagnetic field (see e.g. [11]). This 
introduces a souree term in the wave equation. It should be possible to formulate 
the boundary conditions of the passive resonator (mirrors, but no active medium) 
in terms of a souree term in the wave equation. In order to show that there is 
a relation between the boundary value problem and the souree problem, in this 
section the open resonator problem is rewritten in terms of a souree problem. The 
wave equation 

(86) 

has the general solution 

Y(z) = L Akikz + Bke-ikz = L uk(z) + vk(z) (87) 
k k 

Note that U(x) "" eikz and V(x) "" e-ikz. 

Because of the linearity of the problem it is possible to consider the solution Y(z) 
fora single value of k, which is dropped as subscript from the equations henceforth. 
Now the boundary conditions for the open resonator are written as follows 

U(o) = o:V(o) 

U(L) = ,8V(L) 

(88) 

(89) 

From the first section it is seen that for the open resonator problem a:= -r1 and 
,8 = -1/r2. 
Now the following substitution 3 is made 

(90) 

3 The alternative substitution V=FU is completely analogous. 
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with F(o) =a and F(L) = (3. The solution Y canthen he written as Y = (1 + F)V, 
which by substitution into the differential equation gives the following result 

{91) 

Since V satisfies the original differential equation the first and last term on the 
left hand side cancel, leaving 

{92) 

Since it was noted that V(z) ,....._ e-ikz, we have V' = -ik V and 

d2F- 2ikdF = 0 
dx2 dx 

{93) 

with the inhomogeneous boundary conditions F(o) = a and F(L) = (3 as assumed 
above 4 • The further substitution of F(z) = G(z) + H(z) gives the transformed 
problem 

(94) 

(95) 

(96) 

for any function H(z) which satisfies H(o) = a and H(L) = (3. This result shows that 
there is a conneetion between the original boundary value problem and a souree 
problem. 
A possible choice for H(z) is the simple linear interpolation between the boundary 
points. 

x 
H(z)=-(a-(J)L +a (97) 

This choice gives the souree function B(z) 

B(z) = -2ik(a- (3)/L (98) 

A particular solution to the differential equation for G(z) is 

(99) 

The general solution to the homogeneous problem is 

(100) 

4 No te that the directionality of travelling waves is no longer involved in the boundary conditions. 
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The constants 1 and 6 are found from the boundary conditions for the total solu
tion G(z) = Gh(z) + Gp(z)· This results in 

(
x 1- e2ikz) 

G(z) = ~a - (3) L - 1 - e2ikL (101) 

The solution for F(z) becomes 

(102) 

The solution to the original problem is now given by 

Y(z) (1 + F(z))e-ikz 

( 1 
, f3 - a ) -ikz f3 - a ikz 

+ a + 1 _ e2ikL e - 1 _ e2ikL e (103) 

Using the original boundary equations for Y(z) two equalities result which are equal 
only if the following restrietion for the possible values of k is satisfied 

(104) 

This gives the final solution to the problem 

(105) 

Inserting the appropriate values for a and (3 and normalizing the function results 
in the same relations as obtained for the open resonator in the first section. 
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3 Coupled cavities 

In this chapter a cavity will be considered that is divided into two parts by a 
partially transmitting mirror. First the ideal case of a cavity with perfect end 

I 

mirrors and without dividing mirror will be considered briefly. Then an internal 
mirror, for which a physical model is adopted, is introduced, dividing the system 
into two coupled parts. The mode spectrum is considered in some detail and 
compared with the ideal closed cavity. The results obtained for the case of coupled 
cavities will be used as a starting point for evaluating the Hamiltonian of the 
complete cavity system. The resulting Hamiltonian is simplified by making some 
approximations and quantized according to the conventional quantization rules. 

3.1 Cavity without internal mirror 

r=1 r=1 

X= -L x=O x=L 

Figure 6: Geometry of cavity enclosed by two perfectly reflecting m1rrors at 
x= -Land x= L, without internal mirror. 

In this section we willexamine the cavity without an internal mirror. The cavity 
is closed by two perfectly refl.ecting mirrors at x= -Land x= L (see figure 6). 
The Helmholtz equation 

d2u 
dx2 + k2u = 0 

has to be solved with the following boundary conditions 

The solution is 

with 

U(-L) = U(L) = 0 

{ 
Jr sin knx if n = even 

Un(z) = Jr COS knX if n = odd 

(106) 

(107) 

(108) 

k - mr (109) 
n- 2L 

Positive values for n give the complete set of solutions to the problem. 
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3.2 Cavity with asymmetrically positioned internal mirror 

r=1 r,t r=1 

x=-D x=O x=L 

Figure 7: Geometry of cavity enclosed by two perfectly refl.ecting mirrors at 
x = - D and x = L, with a partially refl.ecting mirror positioned asymmetrically 
within the cavity at x = 0. 

In this section we will consider the case of two coupled cavities with an asymmet
rically positioned intern al mirror. This mirror is assumed to be non-absorbing and 
having refl.ectivity R and transmissivity T = 1- R (see also section 2.1). 
Since the Helmholtz equation deals with the amplitude of a travelling ( electromag
netic) wave, the amplitude refl.ectivity r and transmissivity t are needed in order to 
formulate the boundary conditions at the mirror. In order that the mirror satisfies 
certain symmetry conditions, the coefficients for refl.ection, r, and transmiss ion, t, 
must obey the following relations (see e.g. Siegman [10]). 

ltl 2 + lrl 2 = 1 

t''r + tr* = 0 

(110) 

(111) 

Choosing r = -.JR, these relations give t = ±iv'1- R. Based on this result we 
will adopt as a physical model for a partially transmitting mirror the following 
coefficients: 

r = -vfli ; t = iv'1- R 

Now the Helmholtz equation 
d2u 
dx2 + k2u = 0 

has to be solved with the following boundary conditions 

u~(L) + u;(L) = 0 

ui(-D) + u~(-D) = 0 
+ t + + -u2(o) = ul(O) ru2(0) 

u~(o) = tu;(o) + rui(o) 
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Here, the solution has been separatedinwaves travelling to the left 5 (u- ""'e-ikz) 

or to the right (u+ ""' eikz), either in the first ( 1) or the second ( 2) part of the 
cavity. 
The solution is given as follows 

-D <x< 0 

O<x<L 
(118) 

Substituting this into the boundary conditions results in the following relation for 
the possible values of kn 

cos kn(L + D) = JR cos kn(L- D) (119) 

and the solution to the problem becomes 

- { Cn ieiknZ- e-iknz-2iknD) -D <x< 0 
Un(z) - C [ t. ] iknz - [r+e-2iknD] -iknz) 0 < X < L (120) 

n l+re2•knL e t f 

w here we have used r 2 - t 2 = 1. 
The constant Cn can he determined by normalization of the complete solution. To 
compare the results with that of the previous section assume that D = L. In that 
case the relation for the wavenumbers reduces to 

cos2kL = JR (121) 

or 
mr 1 . ;-:;::; 

kn = L ± 
2

L arccosy R (122) 

As in the case without mirror, positive values for n are suffi.cient to give all the 
relevant solutions. For R=O (perfectly transmitting mirror) we find the result 
2kL = ( n + ! )1r, which differs from the result in the previous section due to the 
phase factor introduced by the mirror. For R close to unity we have effectively 
two cavities of half the size of the total cavity. This affects the spacing of the wave 
numbers (for R=1 the spacing is doubled, but the mode is twofold degenerate, 
the solutions are those given in the previous section with total cavity length L in 
stead of 2L). The coupling of the two cavities results in a small shift of the wave 
numbers corresponding to the same value for n. 
As mentioned insection 2.1 it is possible to choose other phase factors for r and t 
that satisfy the symmetry conditions (110-111). It is for example also possible to 
make the choice 

r = iVR ; t = V1- R (123) 

In that case r 2 
- t 2 = -1 and the solution of the problem as given above becomes 

different. Except for changed phase factors the analysis that will he given below 
proceeds in exactly the same way. 

5 Here, the convention of e-iwt as time dependenee of the travelling wave amplitude is used. 
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3.3 Electromagnetic field potential 

Now that the solution of the cavity is found we direct our interest toward finding an 
expression for the electromagnetic field potential A(z,t) in termsof an appropriately 
chosen set of modes. In the following section this mode expansion will be used to 
find the Lagrangian of the complete {Hermitian) system. Equation (122) defines 
the spectrum of kn and after normalization the solution for Un(z) is determined. A 
general solution to the problem, including the time dependenee can be written as 
a linear combination of the Un(z)· 

A(z,t) = . ~ L /nUn(z)e-i(wnt+4Jn) {124) 
yfo n 

The coeffi.cients In are mode amplitudes and the <l>n represent the (relative) phase 
of each mode. 

The functions Un are part of thé Hilbert space of quadratic integrable functions 
on the interval [-D,L]: L2 ([-D,L]). This means that 

{125) 

As a basis for L2 ( [-D, L]) it is possible to choose the set of mode functions V mn 

with positive wave number kn and m referring to the left or right part of the cavity 
and the direction of propagation. 

Vln 
= { ~·-···· 

x E [-D,O) 
{126) 

x E [O,Lj 

{ _1 e-iknz x E [-D,Oj 
V2n = Vi5 {127) 

0 x E (O,Lj 

{ _l_iknZ x E [-D,Oj 
Vsn = Vi5 {128) 

0 x E (O,Lj 

V4n 

= { ~····· 
x E [-D,O) 

{129) 
x E [O,Lj 

For a single value of n these modes are orthogonal, but this is not the case for 
two modes with different n but the same domain and direction of propagation. 
This set of mode functions is therefore an overcomplete and non-orthogonal set of 
functions spanning the Hilbert space L2 {[-D,L]). Defining the functions Qmn(t) 

as the time dependent mode amplitudes 

Q ( ) - f e-i(wnt+4Jn) 
mnt- mn 

it is possible to express the electromagnetic field potential as follows 

1 4 

A(z,t) = /Z L L Qmn(t) Vmn(z) 
yfo m=l n 
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The mode amplitudes Qmn are not independent, but related according to the 
Siegman relations (114-117) at the mirror : 

Q2nV2n(O) 

Q4nV4n(O) 

tQln Vln(O) + rQsn Vsn(O) 

tQsn Vsn(O) + rQln Vln(O) 

(132) 

(133) 

These relations can be used to eliminate two mode amplitudes. Because we are 
interested in the coupling between the two separate partsof the cavity the choice of 
eliminating the amplitudes Q1n and Q2n is the most convenient. Both amplitudes 
can be expressed in terms of the other two as follows 

-tVsn(O)Q + V4n(O) Q 
V 3n V 4n 

r ln(O) r ln(O) 

-tv'L 1 
rJD Qsn + ;Q4n (134) 

-t
2

Vsn(o) + r 2
Vsn(o) Q + tV4n(O) Q 

3n V. 4n 
rV2n(O) r 2n(O) 

1 tv'D 
-Qsn + . ITLQ4n 
r .ry u 

(135) 

Using these results the electromagnetic field potential A(:z:,t) can be rewritten into 

The functions between parenthesescan be defined as new mode functions Wsn(:z:) 

and W 4n(:z:) respectively. 

tv'L 1 
Vsn(:z:) - rJD Vln(:z:) + ; V2n(:z:) (137) 

1 tv'D 
V4n(z) + ; V1n(z) + rv'L V2n(z) (138) 

These mode functions form a complete set but are not orthogonal. Using these 
new mode functions the field potential simplifies into 

(139) 

Using this expression in the next section the Lagrangian (and from this the Hamil
tonian) will be derived. 
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3.4 Lagrangian of cavity field 

In this section the electromagnetic field potential A(z,t) derived in the previous 
section will be used to find the Lagrangian of the total cavity system. The existence 
of a Lagrange density .C(z,t) is a •prerequisite for applying a quantization scheme. 
Once the Lagrangian L(t) is defined, generalized coordinates and momenta are 
defined, for which commutation rules can be postulated. 

The Lagrange density .C(z,t) is defined as follows [1] 

.C z t = t:0 Ä * Ä __ 1_ a A* a A 
( ' ) 2 2fJ,o ax ax (140) 

Note that the field potential A(z,t) is in general complex, but that the Lagrange 
density is always real. The differentials of A(z,t) occurring in the Lagrange density 
become 

t../L 1 
Vsn(z) + n[D V1n(z) - ;: V2n(z) 

1 tv15 
V4n(z) - ;: V1n(z) - r../L V2n(z) 

Combining all results, the Lagrange density becomes 

.C(z,t) ~ L L ( cJsnWsn + Q4nW4n) * ( cJsmWsm + Q4mW4m) 
n m 

The Lagrangian is now obtained by integration over the interval [-D,L] 

L(t) = /_: .C(z,t) dx 

(141) 

(142) 

(143) 

(144) 

(146) 

To simplify notation we further define (complex) coefficients Ànmpq and f.lnmpq ac
cording to 

Ànmpq = !L W~p(z)Wmq(z) dx 
-D 

f.lnmpq = !L W~~(z) W~(z) dx 
-D 
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From these definitions it can he seen that Ànmpq = .x:nnqp and Jl.nmpq = Jl.:nnqp· 
This finally results in the Lagrangian 

L(t) ~ L L ÀssnmQ;nQ3m 7- Às4nmQ;nQ4m + À43nmQ:nQ3m + À44nmQ:nQ4m 
n m 

c
2knkm [J.tssnmQ;nQsm + Jl.34nmQinQ4m + Jl.43nmQ:nQsm + Jl.44nmQ:nQ4m] 

(149) 

From this Lagrangian the generalized momenta (see also appendix A) correspond
ing to the coordinates Qnm and Q~m are defined hy 

(150) 

and 
P* _ aL 

, nm- 8Qnm (151) 

respectively. This gives the following expressions for the momenta 

Psm 
12: . . (152) 2 ÀssnmQsn + À43nmQ4n 

n 

P4m 
12: . . (153) 2 Às4nmQ3n + À44nmQ4n 

n 

p;n 
12: . . (154) 2 ÀssnmQ;m + Às4nmQ:m 

m 

p;n 
12: . . (155) - 2 À43nmQim + À44nmQ:m 

m 

This system can he inverted formally to ohtain expressions for the Qnm in terms 
of momenta Ppq· These can he suhstituted into the Hamiltonian H for the total 
system 

n m 

so that it can he expressed in coordinates Qnm and momenta Pnm without time 
derivatives. Let the time derivatives of the coordinates in the following form 

Qsm = L AsjnmPjn 
jn 

Q 4m = L A4jnmPjn 
jn 

Q;n = L AsjmnP;*m 
jm 

Q:n = L A4jmnP;*m 
jm 
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It can be seen that 
(161) 

So far the treatment is exact. Since our interest is in the coupling between modes 
in the right and left part of the ,cavity we now restriet the discussion to a single 
wave number k0 • Or, in other words, we neglect the coupling between modes with 
different wave numbers. After some algebraic manipulations the Hamiltonian H 
for the total system is given by 

with 

H f 33P3P; + f 44P4P; + f 34P3P; + f 43P4P; 

+ ~k5c2 (JL33Q3Q; + JL44Q4Q: + JL43Q3Q: + JL34Q4Q;) (162) 

A33 + A;3-! (.\33A33A;3 + À34A43A;3 + À43A33A:3 + À44A43A:3) (163) 
2 

A44 + A:4 - ~ (.\33~34A;4 + À34A44A;4 + À43A34A:4 + À44A44A:4) (164) 

A34 + A:3 - ~ (.\33A34A;3 + À34A44A;3 + À43A34A:3 + À44A44A:3) (165) 

A43 + A;4 - ~ (.\33A33A;4 + À34A43A;4 + À43A33A:4 + À44A43A:4) (166) 

In this case it is also possible to find expressions for the A's. 

2.\44 
(167) 

(168) 

(169) 

~ 

-2.\34 _A* 
~ - 43 

2>.33 
~ 

with 
(170) 

If it is assumed that the P's and Q's are real, the Hamiltonian can further he 
simplified by writing the P's and Q's in terms of their real and imaginary parts 
(see appendix A) and omitting the latter, resulting in 

1 2 1 2 1 ) 
H 2f33P3 + 2f 44P4 + 2 (f34 + f 43 P3P4 

+ ~k5c2 (~tss9i + JL449! + (JL4s + JLs4) 9s94) (171) 

This is clearly a Hamiltonian descrihing two coupled harmonie oscillators. It is 
possible to proceed classically with this Hamiltonian. In that case a canonical 
transformation must be found that transforms the Hamiltonian. We will proceed 
in the next section by applying quantization rules to the classica! Hamiltonian and 
rewrite the quantized Hamiltonian in termsof annihilation and creation operators. 
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3.5 Quantization of Hamiltonian 

In this section the classica! Hamiltonian derived in the previous section is quan
tized. The coordinates and momenta are replaced hy corresponding quanturn 
operators (i.e. Pi ~ P; and qi ~' Q;) for which commutation rules are postulated 
([Qn, Pm] = ihhnm and [Qn, Qm] = [Pn, Pm] = 0). 
We can go even one step further, and introduce annihilation and creation opera
tors. These can he defined as follows [7] 

a ~(wQ3 +iP3) (172) 
w 

at ~(wQ3 -iP3) (173) 
w 

b ~(wQ4+iP4) (174) 

bt ~(wQ4-iP4) (175) 
w 

where w = k0 c. For these operators the following commutation rules are valid 

(176) 

and 
[a,b] = 0 , etc. (177) 

Solving the P's and .Q's from the definitions ahove, and suhstituting them into the 
Hamiltonian gives ).1 (a, at, b, bt). We make one more approximation hefore getting 
the final result. In the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA) terms containing 
e.g. a2 and atbt can he omitted [7]. Also the so called vacuum energy is omitted 
from the Hamiltonian. The result now hecomes 

).1 ~hw (r33 + ~JL33) at a+ ~hw (r44 + ~JL44) btb 

+ ~hw (r34 + r43 + ~ (JL43 + JL34)) (atb +abt) (178) 

hwaata + hwbbtb + hK (atb +abt) (179) 

The coeffi.cients in this Hamiltonian depend (hesides geometrical factors) on the 
amplitude reflectivity r and amplitude transmissivity t. It can he shown that Wa, 

wb and K are real. The values for these parameters are calculated in appendix B 
for the symmetrical coupled cavity system (D = L) and a reflectivity of R = 0.5 
(i.e. r = -!J2 and t = ~J2 ). The solution to this problem of coupled harmonie 
oscillators will he given in the next chapter using coherent state representations 
[7], and in chapter 5 a different method (the Mori theory of suhdynamics) will he 
used to analyze the suhdynamics of coupled harmonie oscillators. 
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4 Linewidth enhancement for coupled harmonie 
oscillators 

In the previous chapter a model for the coupled cavity system was presented con
sisting of two coupled harmonie oscillators. In this chapter the definition of a 
K-factor will be given that can be used for this model to represent linewidth en
hancement. Results for this K-factor will be compared to the results presented in 
chapter 2. 
In a following section the dynamica! behaviour of the two coupled harmonie oscil
lators will be discussed. For this purpose the Schrödinger equation will be solved 
using the coherent state representation [7]. The time dependenee of the photon 
number in one mode will be given as well. Finally the spectrum of the coupled 
cavity system will be obtained. 

4.1 Linewidth enhancement factor 

The Hamiltonian for two coupled harmonie oscillators obtained in the previous 
chapter is 

(180) 

In appendix D it is shown how this Hamiltonian can be diagonalized into the 
following form in termsof new annihilation (c, d) and creation ( ct, dt) operators 

The new frequencies Wc and wd are given by 

Wc=~ (wa + Wb + V(wa- wb)
2 + 4~t2) 

Wd = ~ ( Wa + Wb - J ( Wa - Wb )2 + 4~t2) 
A linewidth enhancement factor can now be defined as follows 

Using the expressions for Wc and wd this results in 

(181) 

(182) 

(183) 

(184) 

(185) 

This expression can only be interpreted as the Petermann factor from chapter 2 
in the case that L ~ oo. For the numerical example considered in appendix B 
the frequencies Wa and wb are equal, so that K ~ oo. For the case L > D the 
frequencies Wa and Wb will no longer be equal, and the K-factor (185) is a measure 
of the linewidth enhancement due to the coupling between modes a and bof the 
cavity. 
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4.2 Solution of coupled harmonie oscillator problem 

In this section the solution to the problem of two coupled harmonie oscillators will 
be discussed. The Schrödinger equation 

I 

·;" alt/J(t)) - )/I·'· ) ' at - 'f'(t) {186) 

with the Hamiltonian {180) has the solution 

{187) 

where the operator U satisfies the relation 

.""' au(t) "U 
'tnBt = 1t (t) {188) 

' 
The initial condition hereis U(o) = I. Of both sides of this operator equation We 
take the expectation value for the case of a coherent state lo:,,B). We can then 
apply the theory of (normally ordered) operators to obtain a c-number equation 
[7]. Using the coherent state representation of U(t) 

we find 

'-!;;. au(a,a•,(3,{3*,t) 
'tn at 

Let 

and 

hwa (o:, ,BI at aU(t) lo:, ,8) + hwb (o:, ,Bibt bU(t) lo:, ,8) 

+ h~e(o:,,BiatbU(t)lo:,,B) + h~e(o:,,BiabtU(t)lo:,,B) 
hwao:* ( o:, .BiaU(t) I o:, ,8) + hwb,8* ( o:, .BibU(t) lo:, ,8) 

+ h~eo:*(o:,,BibU(t)lo:,,B) + h~e,8*(o:,,BiaU(t)lo:,,8) 

hwao:* ( o: + a~•) U(a,a•,f3,f3•,t) 

+ hwb,8* (,a+ a~·) U(a,a•,f3,f3•,t) 

+ h~eo:* (,a+ a~·) U(a,a•,f3,f3*,t) 

{189) 

+ h~e,8* ( o: + a~•) U(a,a•,f3,f3•,t) {190) 

~( a• a a• t) = eG (a,a• ,fJ,fJ* ,t) a, ,,._,,,.,, 
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Substituting this in the result above and eliminating hU gives 

. aG(a,a•,f3,f3•,t) 
' at 

.dA * .dB(3*(3 .dG *(3 .dD (3* z-a a+z- +z-a +z-a 
dt dt dt dt 

Waa* a + wbf3* (3 + r;,a* (3 + r;,a(3* 

+ (waa* + r;,(3*)(aA(t) + f3G(t)) 

+ (wbf3* + r;,a*)(f3B(t) + aD(t)) (193) 

From this we obtain four coupled ordinary differential equations 

.dA .d(A + 1) 
(194) z- Wa(A + 1) + r;,D = Z dt 

dt 
.dB .d(B + 1) 

(195) z- Wb ( B + 1) + r;,G = z dt 
dt 

.dG 
WoaG + r;,(B + 1) (196) z-

dt 
.dD 

WbD + r;,(A + 1) (197) z-
dt 

with initial conditions A(o) = B(o) = G(o) = D(o) = 0. Solving D from (194) and 
substituting the result in (197) gives the following differential equation for A+ 1 

The indicial equation, obtained by setting A + 1 = ei>.t, gives the following roots 

where 
0 = J(wa- wb)2 /4 + r;,2 (200) 

The solution for A(t) satisfying the initial conditions becomes 

A(t) + 1 = A 1ei>.+t + A2eiLt (201) 

with 

A1 
À_ +wa À_ +wa 
À+- À_ 20 

(202) 

A2 
À+ +wa À+ +wa 
À+- À_ 20 

(203) 

Similarly we find 

(204) 
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and 

(205) 

(206) 

The operator U(t) can now be obtained in its normally ordered form from the result 

of U(a,a•,f3,f3•,t)· 

U(t) = N { eA(t)ata+B(t)btb+G(t)atb+D(t)bta} (207) 

where Nis the normal ordering operator (see appendix C). lf we assume the initial 
state to he the coherent state la, (3) then the solution to the Schrödinger equation 
becomes 

with 

N { eAata+Bbtb+catb+Dbta} la, (3) 

eAaat,+B{3bt+G(3at +Dabt la, (3) 

e -lal 2 /2-l/31 2 /2+la(t)l 2 /2+lf3(t) 12 /21 a(t), f3(t)) 

la(t), f3(t)) 

a(1 + A(t)) + f3C(t) 

(3(1 + B(t)) + aD(t) 

(208) 

(209) 

(210) 

In the first step we used the fact that coherent states are eigenstates of the an
nihilation operators, the second step uses the expression of the coherent states in 
termsof the vacuum state IO) (see appendix C) and the last step results from the 
fact that la(t)l2 + lf3(t)l 2 equals the total (average) number of photons, which is a 
constant 6 • lf we further simplify the initial condition to (3 = 0 and calculate the 
average photon number Na in mode a, we find 

(211) 

This means that the photon number oscillates indefinitely and does not show an 
exponential decay. 

4.3 Spectrum of coupled cavity system 

In order to arrive at the linewidth of the coupled cavity system it is necessary to 
determine its spectrum first. Due to the fact that we have considered only two 

6 This follows from the fact that the operator at a+ btb, descrihing the total photon number, 
commutes with the Hamiltonian )/. 
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harmonie oscillators the spectrum will be composed of a few discrete peaks at 
certain frequencies. A general definition of the spectrum [6] is given by 

IE 1
2 T !00 

E* E iwT d 
(w) = l11r2 -oo (t) (t+T)e r (212) 

where the bar represent time averaging. The averaging time T must be chosen 
long compared to the time scale of fl.uctuation. The autocorrelation function of 
the electric field can be rewritten in annihilation and creation operators 

IEol 2 (t~Jiait)a(t+T) I tiJ) 
IEol2 (tiJ I u~) at U(t) u~+T)aU(t+T) I tiJ) 
IEol2 

a(t)O:(t+T) 

' 

(213) 

The last equality sterns from the result that in the Heisenberg picture the same 
linear relationship exists between the coherent state parameters a and a* on one 
hand and operators a and at on the other hand. Therefore the time dependenee 
for the operators is given by the same expressions as given in the previous section 
for the coherent state parameters (equations 209 and 210). 
Assuming {3 = 0, the Fourier transform (212) becomes 

(214) 

This shows that the spectrum of the coupled cavity system is composed of two 
frequencies w = -À_ and w · = -À+. These frequencies are separated by I À_- À+ I = 

20. If 0 0 is the value of 0 for the case that there is no coupling (K = 0) then 
the ratio 0/00 is a measure for the excess linewidth due to coupling between the 
two parts of the cavity. This justifies the definition of the linewidth enhancement 
factor as introduced in section 4.1. 
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5 Mori Theory applied to coupled harmonie os
cillators 

In this chapter the problem of ooupled harmonie oscillators will he solved using 
the Mori theory [2]. This theory describes the subdynamics of a set of observables 
by a set of coupled differential equations. In the first section the theory will he 
presented in enough detail to follow the rest of this chapter. For more detailed 
information the reader is referred to the hook by Fick and Sauermann [2]. After 
the Mori theory is introduced it will he applied to the case of the two coupled 
harmonie oscillators from chapter 3. As single observable, the photon number 
in one mode is chosen. The dynamics of this photon number is discussed, and 
compared to other results. In a final section the subdynamics of the annihilation 
and creation operator for one mode is considered, in order to find results that can 
he compared with results previo'\].sly obtained in chapter 4. 

5.1 The Mori Theory 

The Mori theory is a quanturn statistkal theory that describes the dynamics of 
quanturn observables 9 in terms of a Langevin type differential equation of the 
form 

(215) 

From this equation the terms on the right hand si de can he interpreted as 1) an 
oscillatory behaviour, 2) a damping term, and 3) an external force. In the Mori 
theory the quantities n, r and .t{t) are derived. 

In the Schrödinger picture of quanturn theory, the state is expressed mathemati
cally by a state vector which is an element of a Hilbert space spanned by eigen
veetors of the Hamiltonian of the considered system. Using this Hamiltonian, the 
Schrödinger equation gives the time development of the state vector. 

(216) 

Alternatively it is possible to describe the time development of a system's state 
in terms of the Heisenberg equation. The time dependenee is now completely 
ascribed to the operator, whereas the state vector remains constant (Heisenberg 
picture). The Heisenberg equation is given by 7 

d1 = iLJ + (81) 
dt at 

(217) 
ez 

7 Note on notation : Caligraphic capitals denote operators, boldface Roman capitals denote 
superoperators. 
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where 7 represents an observable and L is the so called Liouville superoperator. 
The second term on the right hand side contains the explicit time dependenee of 
7. Usually operators are considered that do not contain such an explicit time 
dependence. The Liouville superoperator is defined by the commutation relation 
containing the system's Hamiltonian }I 

1 
L7 = h[JI, 7] (218) 

As can be seen from this equation, superoperators are operators that act on other 
operators in stead of state vectors. Their domain is called the Liouville space L 
of (linear) operators. Elementsof this Liouville space are for example observables 
7, 9, .. and the Hamiltonian Jl. 

The Liouville space L is a linear vector space. It is possible to define a scalar 
product on this space. The scal~r product used in the Mori theory is defined as 
follows 

(719) = ~ fof3 Tr (R.a7te-aJI 9eaJI) da 

where Rf3 is the canonkal statistica! operator 

. e-.BJI 
R.a=z-

(219) 

(220) 

with Z the partition function and f3 = 1/ kT. The quanturn statistkal origin 
of the Mori theory can be seen clearly from the introduetion of the concept of 
temperature. The meaning of the concept of temperature must be considered 
independently for each given problem. It will be tacitly assumed that this tem
perature can always be uniquely determined. 
The Mori scalar product is not the only possible one. An other possibility is the 
definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product using a trace 

(719) = Tr(7t 9) (221) 

The Mori scalar product is used here for its specific symmetry properties [2] 

(222) 

where 7 and 9 need not be Hermitian. 
In the Liouville spaceL a basis can be chosen and (orthogonal) projection operators 
can be defined 8 • lf .A is some observable, then a projection onto .A is defined as 
the superoperator PA 

p _ I.A)(.AI 
A- (.AI.A) (223) 

8 This is in fact a result of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization scheme known from linear 
analysis. 
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lts orthogonality can be shown as follows. In order for PA to be an orthogonal 
projection operator it must be Hermitian 9

, that is PA = P!. This is the case if 

(P A119) = (1IP A9) (224} 

which is easily verified as follows 

(P A119) = (9IP l)* = (9IA)*(AI1)* 
A (AIA) 

(1IA)(AI9) =(liP 9 ) 
(AIA) A 

(225) 

This shows that PA is indeed an orthogonal projector. Similarly it is also possible 
to define a projection onto a subspace Lg of Liouville space, spanned by a set of 
observables. The Mori theory separates the dynamics of observables within this 
subspace from the dynamics in the ( orthogonal) complement of that subspace. 
Let the observables of such a set be denoted by 9"'' then the projection onto the 
subspace Lg is given by 

(226) 

"'·"' 
with the metric g"'", defined according to 

z:::g"'>.(9>.19",) = 6"'", (227} 
>. 

The metric is the unit matrix 6"'", in the case of an orthogonal set of observables 
9w Since this is in general not the case we will retain the metric g"'", when dealing 
with a non-orthogonal set of observables. Since g"'", = g~"'' it can be shown in the 
same way as used for PA above, that P is Hermitian and therefore is an orthogonal 
projector. 
It is also possible to introduce the concept of biorthogonality (see e.g. section 2.5). 
The set IK"') that satisfies the biorthogonality relation 

(228} 

is seen to be given by 
(229} 

V 

Hence, it is possible to write the projector P as follows 

(230} 

9 Since we are dealing here with a special scalar product applied to super operators the concept 
of Hermitian conjugate is different from that for operators (t) or numbers (*). We will denote a 
Hermitian conjugate superoperator by a + as superscript. 
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The Heisenberg equation for an observable 91-'(t) can be solved formally as follows 

(with 91-'(o) = 9"') 
'Lt 

91-'(t) = e' 9"' (231) 

Using the projector P it is possihle to decompose this observable into two parts, 
corresponding to the subspace L9 and to its complement respectively. 

(232) 

where we have defined Q = 1-P. Differentiating (231) with respect to time gives 

' · iLt · iLt ' 
91-'(t) = zLe 9"' = zL91-'(t) = e 9"' 

since g"' = g"'(o), so that g"' = iL9w 
Using the projection operators P and Q this becomes 

9
. '_ eiLtp

9
· + eiLtQ

9
· 

1-'(t) - "' "' 

Without proof the following identity 10 is introduced 

eiLt = eiQLt + i r eiL(t-t')PLeiQLt' dt' 
· la 

(233) 

(234) 

(235) 

Inserting this into the second term on the right hand side of (234) we obtain 

gl-'(t) = eiLtp g"' + eiQLtQg"' +i fot eiL(t-t')PLeiQLt' Qg"' dt' (236) 

Inserting the definition of the projector P and (231) we arrive at the result 

with the following definitions for the frequency matrix 

the memory matrix 

and the residual forces 

0,.,"' = L g,.,>.(9>.1Ll9"') 
>. 

Ïvl-'(t') = Lgv>.(iL9>.JeiQLt'QiL91-') 
>. 

1. _ · iQLtQL9 
1-'(t) - te "' 

(237) 

(238) 

(239) 

(240) 

The coupled integro-differential equations for the chosen set of observables 9"' are 
called the Mori equations. They are equivalent to the Heisenberg equations since 

10Eq. 11.2.12 in Fick and Sauerrnann [2]. 
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no approximations have been made so far. 

Sirree we are interested in the subdynamics of the observables g,_. within the sub
space L g we proceed by evaluating the projection of the Mori equations onto this 
subspace ' 

(241) 

The residual force is no longer present in this equation due to the fact that Q is 
a projector for which 

so that P 1".(t) = 0. 
Defining 

P g,_.(t) = E 9vev".(t) 
V 

(242) 

(243) 

and multiplying with (Kitl on the left leads to a system of differential equations 
for the functions ev".(t)· 

L(Kitl9v)év".(t) iE nv". L(Kitl9>.)e>.v(t) 
V V ), 

·1t L(Kitl9>.)9>.v(t-t1)'"Yv".(t') dt' 
0 v>. 

(244) 

Using the biorthogonality relation (228) this reduces to 

• 1t 
elt".(t) = iE nv".eltv(t) - E eltv(t-t')'"Yvl-'(t') dt' 

V 0 V 

(245) 

The initial conditions are given by 

elt,_.(o) = hit". (246) 

As a condusion of this section the restrietion of the set {9".} toa single observable 
g will be considered. The dynamics of the observable g is given by 

. r 
9(t) = J(t) - Jo 9(t-t')'"Y(t') dt' (247) 

which leads to the corresponding differential equation for e(t) 

. r 
e(t) = - lo e(t-t')'"Y(t') dt' (248) 

The frequency 0 = 0, sirree the Liouville operator L is Hermitian (see appendix E 
for proof) so that this contribution varrishes from the Mori equation. The memory 
function reduces to 

ï(t) = (iL91eiQLtQiL9) 

= (J(o) IJ{t)) 

where the second equality follows from the residual force 

J{t) = ieiQLtQLg 
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5.2 Coupled cavities in Mori theory- I 

In chapter 3 the quantization procedure for the coupled cavities resulted in the 
following Hamiltonian for two coupled harmonie oscillators 

(252) 

As observable we choose the number of photons in one mode (a), hence g 
hwaata. The projection P introduced in the previous section becomes 

p = -'-:..1 a_t a-=--)-'-( a_t a~l 
(atalata) 

(253) 

Our first goal is to calculate the memory function l(t)· For this purpose weneed 
the residual force J(t)· To obtain .1{t) in turn we need to perform some basic 
calculations involving the Mori scalar product. 

~[)l,hwaataj 
h~twa(abt - atb) (254) 

where the commutation rules for the annihilation and creation operators are used. 

QLhwaa t a Lhwaa t a - PLhwaa t a 

- .,. ( bt- tb- (atalabt- atb) t ) 
- nltWa a a (atalata) aa (255) 

Since for the Mori scalar product the following relations are valid [2] 

(256) 

we have 
(257) 

and therefore 
(258) 

In appendix F it is shown that the Mori scalar products in our case are all real, 
so that (atalatb) = (atalabt), resulting in 

QLhwaa t a= h~twa (abt -a tb) 

Similarly the following results are obtained 

~t (abt- atb) 

~t (atb-abt) 

(wa- wb)atb + 1t (btb- ata) 

(wb- wa)abt + 1t (ata- btb) 
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(261) 

(262) 
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and 

QLata 

QLbtb 

QLatb 

QLabt 

K (abt- atb) 

K (a tb--;- abt) 

(wa- wb)atb +Kb tb- ((wa- wb)1J + KÇ) at a 

(wb- wa)abt- Kb tb+ ((wa- wb)7J + KÇ) ata 

with 11 and Ç defined according to 

(ataJatb) 
(ataJata) 
(ataJbtb) 
(ataJata) 

(264) 

(265) 

(266) 

(267) 

(268) 

(269) 

These ratios of Mori scalar products can be calculated using the method in ap
pendix F. They involve as parameter the thermodynamic quantity f3 = 1/ kT. 
Since the residual force (251) can be written as a power series 

(270) 

and because the results above show that the operators at a, btb, atb and abtforma 
closed system under QL it is possible to express the residual force .1{t) as a linear 
superposition of these operators 

(271) 

On the other hand, by differentiating .1{t) with respect to timet, it is found that 

d1 
dt 

iQLJ{t) 

iA(t)QLata + iB(t)QLbtb + iC(t)QLatb + iD(t)QLabt (272) 

This leads to the following set of first order differential equations for the expansion 
coefficients A,B,C and D 

A ix(D- C) (273) 

B iK(C- D) (274) 

c iK(B- A)+ i(wa- wb)C (275) 

D iK(A- B) - i(wa- Wb)D (276) 

where X = (wa- wb)1J + KÇ. 
The initial conditions can be obtained from from J(o) = iliwaQLa t a. 

A(o) = B(o) = 0 ; C(o) = - D(o) = -iliKwa (277) 
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Suhstituting ei>.t into the equations leads to four linear (homogeneous) equations 
for A, B, C and D. Equating the determinant of the matrix of coefficients to zero 
gives an indicial equation for À • 

.\
2 (.x2

- (wa- wb) 2 - 2~t2 - 2~tx) = 0 

The nonzero solutions hecome 

The solutions can now he written as follows 

(278) 

(279) 

(280) 

and similarly for the other functions. With the houndary conditions it can he 
shown that only the exponential terms remain. It will he shown helow that only 
the result for C(t) is necessary for calculating the memory function Ï(t). 
The residual force .t{t) is now ohtained and the memory function Ï(t) is calculated 
as follows. 

Ï(t) (Jól.t{t)) 

-ihwaK [A(t) ((atbjata)- (abtiata)) 

+ C(t) ((afbjafb)- (abtiatb) + (atbiabt)- (abtiabt))] 

-2ihwaKC(t) ((atbiatb)- (abtiatb)) (281) 

where use is made of the properties (256) of the Mori scalar product again and 
the function c(t) is given hy 

(282) 

with the coefficients C1 and C2 defined hy 

. .,. Wa- Wb + Àt 
-'tnKW -----

a Àt- À2 
(283) 

'h, Wa- Wb + À2 
t KWa , , 

"I - "2 
(284) 

Now that the memory function is calculated we can turn to determining the suhdy
namics of the ohservahle 9(t) = hwa(at a)(t)· The suhdynamics is found as follows 

. r 
P 9(t) = P 7 - la P 9(t-t')Ï(t') dt' (285) 

By making the suhstitution P 9(t) = f>(t)9, with f>(a) = 1 this leads to 

. r 
e(t) = -la e(t-t')Ï(t') dt' (286) 
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since P Y = 0. This equation can he solved using the Laplace transformation. 

which leads to 

8.C{e} -1 = -.C{e}.C{-y} 

1 .c { e} - -------=---=
- 8 + .C{-y} 

From (281) it follows that the memory function 'Y(t) can he written as 

with the constants 

-2(1iwaK) 2 Wa ~ ~ ~ ).1 ((atblatb)- (abtlatb)) 

2(1iwaK) 2 Wa ~ ~ ~ ).2 ((atblatb)- (abtlatb)) 

Substituting the Laplace transform of the memory function 'Y(t) 

into (288) and after some algebraic manipulation we find 

(287) 

(288) 

(289) 

(290) 

(291) 

(292) 

The denominator of .C{e} will have three (complex) roots J-Lb p,2 and p,3 and 
division into fractions gives 

.c{e}= n + ~ + 4 
8 - J-L1 8 - J-L2 8 - J-Ls 

(294) 

where T1 + T2 + T3 = 1. lnverting the Laplace transformation we obtain the final 
result 

(295) 

This result is rather surprising since the spectrum related to the photon number 
(sub-)dynamics is composed of three discrete peaks in stead of the expected two 
peaks. Furthermore it can heseen that decay occurs if the p,'s contain a negative 
real part. Further numerical calculations are necessary to elucidate this. 
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5.3 Coupled cavities in Mori theory - 11 

In the previous section the number of photons in one mode (at a) was chosen as the 
observable for which the subdynamics was studied. In this section we will consider 
the subdynamics of the set of observables composed of 91 = at and 92 = a. The 
metric 9~-'v is obtained by inverting the matrix 

(g~-'igv) = ( (atiat) (atia) ) = ( G 0 ) 
(aiat) (aia) 0 G 

(296) 

with G = (aia) = (atiat), since (aiat) = (atia) = 0. 
This leads to 

1 (1 01) 9~-'v = G 0 (297) 

so that the projection P becomes 

{298) 

In a similar way as in the previous section it is now possible to calculate the 
following results 

Lat Waat + Kbt {299) 
La -waa- Kb {300) 

Lbt wbbt +Kat {301) 
Lb -wbb- Ka {302) 

and 

QLat -~(atlbt)at + Kbt 
G 

(303) 

QLa 
K 
G (aib)a- Kb {304) 

QLbt wbbt- Wb (atlbt)at 
G 

{305) 

QLb 
Wb 

-wbb + G (aib)a {306) 

The Mori scalar products present in these expressions can be calculated by the 
method given in appendix F. 
Since the residual forces 1À(t) (À= 1, 2) can be written as a power series 

-r - .ç:... (it)n (QL)n+lg 
.TÀ(t)- ~ ~ À 

n=O · 
(307) 
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and hecause at, bt, a and b forma closed system under QL, it is possihle to express 
the residual forces 1À(t) as a linear superposition of these operators 

(308) 

On the other hand, hy differentiating 1~(t) with respect to time t, it is found that 

d1~ 

dt 
iQL1~(t) 

For À = 1 this leads to the following set of first order differential equations for the 
expansion coeffi.cients A1 ,B~,C1 and D1 

. . 
tK t t ZWb t t (310) A1 --(a lb )A1 - -(a lb )C1 
G G . . 

B1 
tK' zwb 
G (aib)Bl + G(aib)D1 (311) 

c1 iKA1 + iwbC1 (312) 

D1 -iKBl - iwbD1 (313) 

The initial conditions can he ohtairied from Ji(o) = iQLa t. 

Al(O) = -iK(atibt)/G ; cl(O) =iK ; Bl(O) = Dl(O) = 0 (314) 

It can he seen that B 1 and D1 must he identical to zero at all times, so that only 
the equations for A1 and C1 remain to he solved. Suhstituting a time dependenee 
proportional to ei~-&t results in the following equation for p, 

with the solutions 

This gives the solutions for A1 and C1 

A1(t) 

cl(t) 

and the first residual force Ji(t) hecomes 

1l(t) = A1(t)at + Cl(t)bt 

(315) 

(316) 

(317) 

(318) 

(319) 

The same calculations can he performed for the other residual force J2(t) leading 
to the following result 

(320) 
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with 

and 

B2(t) 

D~(t) 

K 
v2 = -wb + G (aJb) = -JJ-2 

It can he seen that .12(t) = .1;_1t)' since B2(t) = Ai(t) and D2(t) = c;(t)' 
The frequency matrix Ov"' hecomes 

(321) 

(322) 

(323) 

Ov,.=(wa+~(atJbt) 0 )=(0 0) (324) 
,.. 0 -Wa- ~(aJb) 0 -0* 

where 0 = Wa + ~(atJbt), which.is a real constant. 
The memory matrix 1v1-1(t) hecomes 

_ _!_ ( (Ji(o)J11(t)) 0 ) _ ( f(t) 0 ) (325) 
1 v1-1(t) - G 0 (11(o)J.1i(t))* - 0 f{t) 

with 

with 

f (t) ~ { (at Ja t)Ai(o)Al(t) + (b tJa t)c;(o)Al(t) 

+ (atJbt)Ai(o)Cl(t) + (btJbt)c;(o)Cl(t)} 

foei"'2t 

fo = ~: ( (atJat)(bt Jbt) - J(at Jbt)J 2) > 0 

The suhdynamics for at and a is given hy 

ell(t)a t + e12(t)a 

e21(t)a t + e22(t)a 

(326) 

(327) 

(328) 

(329) 

Both memory matrix and frequency matrix are diagonal, which leads to decoupled 
Mor i equations for the functions e /Çj.l(t) descrihing the suhdynamics of the operators 

at and a. 

eu(t) i09n(t) -lat eu(t-t')f(t') dt' 

-in*e22(t) - fot e22(t-t')f(t') dt' 

e21(t) = o 
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with initia} COnditiOfiS E)ll'.~-&(0) = hii'.W lt Call heseen direct}y that E)l2(t) = E)2l(t) = 0. 
This simplifies the suhdynamics as follows 

E>u(t)at 

e22(t)a 

The remairring equations can he solved, using the Laplace transformation . 

.C{r} = ro. 
s- 'tJ-'2 

and 
s.C{E>u}- 1 = iO.C{E>u}- .C{E>u}.C{r} 

lead to 
.C{E> ·} = s- 'tJ-'2 11 (s- iut)(s- iu2) 

with (since r 0 > 0) real numhers 

This finally results in 

with 

Similarly one finds the result 

a T' iu
1 
t + T.' iu

1 
t u22(t) = 1 e 1 2e 2 

with 

and 
T' - #-'2 - u'l T.' - _u=-~ _-....:...J-'_2 

1 - u~ - u~ 2 - u~ - u~ 

(333) 
(334) 

(335) 

(336) 

(337) 

(338) 

(339) 

(340) 

(341) 

(342) 

(343) 

Sirree the Mori scalar products are all real, 0 is real and the result for E> 22(t) 

hecomes 
a rp -iu2t + T -iu1 t a* (344) u22(t) = .L 2e 1 e = ou(t) 

The suhdynamics for the annihilation and creation operators is characterised hy 
only two frequencies as was also the result ohtained in chapter 4. It is again 
possihle to consider the ratio of ju1 - u2 1 for coupling and for zero coupling and 
define this as linewidth enhancement factor. 
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6 Conclusions 

In chapter 2 the resonator modes for the case of an open resonator were calculated. 
They were shown to be non-orthogonal due to the outcoupling through the par-

' tially transmitting mirrors enclosing the resonator. The anti-resonator problem 
was shown to give the sameset of solutions within the resonator as the resonator 
problem. Biorthogonality was discussed and it was shown to be necessary to in
troduce the adjoint modes in order to obtain the excess noise factor. This excess 
noise factor was approximated by numerical inversion of a large matrix containing 
scalar productsof the resonator modes. 

The anti-resonator modes were shown to satisfy the biorthogonality relation only 
by making an approximation and after renormalization. This approach used by 
Hamel and Woerdman was shown to give a very good approximation of the ex
cess noise factor, without extensive numerical calulations being necessary. As a 
comparison the expression derived by Petermann was shown to be equal to the 
Hamel-Woerdman result for large wave numbers. The calculations that were pre
sented showed the close agreement of the excess noise factors obtained by the 
various methods. 

In chapter 3 a model for the open resonator was discussed in which a closed cavity 
was divided into two parts by a partially refl.ecting mirror. It was shown that 
the system's Hamiltonian is composed of coupled harmonie oscillators. The gen
eral Hamiltonian was simplified to the case of two coupled harmonie oscillators. 
This Hamiltonian was quantized and used in chapters 4 and 5 for further calcula
tions. The mode frequencies and the coupling constant in the Hamiltonian could 
be expressed in terms of the spatial dimensions of the cavity and the amplitude 
refl.ectivity of the mirror. The advantage of this approach is that it is possible to 
use Hermitian operators, whereas the open resonator as discussed in chapter 2 is 
non-Hermitian (due to the boundary conditions). 

It was shown in chapter 4 that it is possible to define a linewidth enhancement fac
torbasedon the mode frequencies and the coupling constant in the Hamiltonian. 
The Schrödinger equation was solved, and the dynamics of the state of the system 
and that for the photon number in one mode of the cavity was obtained. Since the 
system's Hamiltonian is Hermitian, we found the system to oscillate indefinitely 
in stead of decaying. The spectrum of the coupled cavity system was discussed as 
well, and was shown to be composed of two frequencies only. Due to the coupling 
the mode frequencies were shifted, their difference becoming larger compared to 
the case without coupling. This effect is identified with the linewidth enhancement 
factor for coupled cavities. 

In chapter 5 the Mori theory for subdynamics was introduced. In this theory 
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the dynamics of an observable is described within a subspace defined by a set of 
observables. The subdynamics for the photon number in one mode of the cavity 
was calculated and shown to be composed of more than two frequencies. In order 
to compare results from the Mori theory with those obtained in chapter 4, the 

I 

subdynamics of the annihilation and creation operators for one mode were also 
calculated. The spectrum now was composed of two frequencies only, correspond
ing to the two frequencies obtained in chapter 4. Further numerical calculations 
remain to be performed to show the quantitative agreement between the obtained 
results. In order to obtain numerical results fortheK-factor defined in chapter 4, 
the asymmetrie case of coupled cavities (L ~ D) is to be considered. 
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Appendices 

A. Generalized coordinates for complex field 

If we have a Lagrangian L that depends on two (real) coordinates x1 and x2 and 
their time derivatives, i.e. 

then the conjugate momenta are defined by 

aL aL 
P1 =-a· and P2 =-a· 

xl x2 

Defining the (complex) coordinate X and its time derivative X by 

X 1 ( . ) x· 1 (" .. ) = In X1 + 'X2 j = In X1 + 'X2 y2 . y2 

the Lagrangian L can be written as follows 

L = L(x,x•,x,x·) 

Now the conjugate momenta P and P* are defined as follows 

P = a~ and P* = a~ 
ax· ax 

The Hamiltonian H can be written in terros of real or complex coordinates 

H = ±1P1 + ±2P2 - L = XP* + X* P - L 

(345) 

(346) 

(347) 

(348) 

(349) 

(350) 

The equivalence of using real or complex coordinates can be illustrated by the 
following example. Consider the Lagrangian L given by 

L =X*X -X* X (351) 

The conjugate momenta are P = X and P* = X*. 
Substituting (347) gives the Langrangian in terros of the real coordinates 

L = ~ [(±~+±~)-(x~+ x~)] (352) 

The conjugate moment a are now p1 = ±1 and p2 = ±2 • It is easily verified that 

(353) 

The Hamiltonian H becomes 

H = P P* + X X* = ~ [P~ + p~ +x~ +x~] (354) 
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B. Calculation of frequencies and coupling constant 

As an example the symmetrie case D = L for mirror reflectivity R = 0.5 will he 
considered. In this case the amplitude refl.ectivity r = -~.J2 and the amplitude 
transmissivity t = ~.J2. In order to calculate the parameters Wa, wb and "' in the 
Hamiltonian, we start by evaluating several scalar productsof mode functions as 
defined in section 3.3 with D = L and for a single wave number k = kn. 
For the case R = 0.5 we obtain from (122) 

(355) 

For the mode number n we will assume n = 83 as was used in the example given 
in chapter 2. 
The mode functions V; (defined by (126)-(129)) are normalized and the only other 
non-zero scalar products are 

e2iknL _ 1 
(V2 1Vs) * = 2iknL = a 

1 _ e-2iknL 

(VtiV4) * = 2iknL = a* 

(356) 

(357) 

The mode functions W3 and W4 (equations (137)-(138)) are not orthogonal and 
their scalar products become 

t 1 t 1 
(WsiWs) = (Vs- -V1 + -V2IVs- -V1 + -V2) 

r r r r 

1 + lr~ 2 + 1;1
2 
+ 2Re (;(VsiV2)) 

~~ 2 + 2Re (;) 

1 t 1 t 
(W4IW4) = (V4 + -V1 + -V2IV4 + -Vt + -V2) 

r r r r 

1 + lr~ 2 + 1;1
2 

+ 2Re (;(V41Vt)) 

2 (a*) lrl2 + 2Re --:;: 

t 1 1 t 
(WsiW4) = (Vs- -Vt + -V2IV4 + -Vt + -V2) 

r r r r 
t t* 2i 
-(V3 IV2)- -(Vt!V4) + -

1 
I2Im(t) 

r r* r 

2io:Im (;) + ~~~2 Im(t) 
(W41Ws) = À;4 
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(359) 

(360) 
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The mode functions W~ and W~ give the following coeffi.cients 

1133 

The case R = 1 gives directly the results (since a:= 0) 

À33 = À44 = 1133 = 1144 = 2 

À34 = À43 = 1134 = 1143 = 0 

(362) 

(363) 

(364) 

(365) 

(366) 

(367) 

and, using the equations (163)-(170), it is easily verified that the Hamiltonian 
(178) reduces to 

(368) 

so that Wa = Wb = w and K = 0, as expected. 
For sufficiently large wave number k = kn it is possible to neglect a:. For the case 
R = 0.5 we then find the following results 

À33 = À44 = 1133 = 1144 = 4 

À34 = 1134 = 2i J2 
À43 = 1143 = -2iJ2 

In this case the Hamiltonian becomes 
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(370) 

(371) 

(372) 



so that Wa = w6 = 3w /2, and K = 0. We observe that there is a shift of the 
frequencies with respect to the case R = 1, and there is no coupling between the 
modes (K = 0). This will not he the case if a can no longer he neglected. lf we 
calculate the frequencies and the coupling constant exactly with the value for a 

I 

as defined above we obtain the following results 

Wa = wb = 1.50144 w and K = 0.00014 w (373) 

It can he seen that the frequencies Wa and w6 remain equal. This is due to the 
symmetry of the example considered here. The coupling constant K is relatively 
small. Further calculations, for the case L > Dor L---+ oo, remain to he performed. 
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C. Theory of quanturn opties 

In the quanturn mechanical description of the electromagnetic field, an important 
role is played by the so called annihilation and creation operators, a and at, 
respectively. These are defined by the relations 11 

ajn + 1) = v'n+l!n) 

at jn) = v'n+l!n + 1) 

(374) 

(375) 

where jn) denotes a number state (a state occupied by precisely n photons in the 
field mode). Note that (n I m) = Ónm, and normalization is conserved by the 
definitions (374) and (375). 
The operators are subject to the commutation rule for bosons : 

(376) 

Other useful commutation relations can he derived from this, e.g. 

(377) 

It can he shown that 
(n I at a I n) = n (378) 

The operator at a is also denoted by )/ and called the number operator. lts 
expectation value is the (mean) number of photons present in the field mode. The 
number states jn) forma complete and orthogonal set. This can he used to write 
the identity operator 1 as follows 

00 

1 = L jn)(nj (379) 
n=O 

A special state is the coherent state ja), satisfying the relation 

aja) = aja) (380) 

From the equations above follows the number state expansion of a coherent state 
Ja) : 

00 1 an 
Ja)= L exp(--jaJ 2

) c-~ln) 
n=O 2 yn! 

{381) 

with a mean number of photons n = jaj2 • 

The expression 

(382) 

11 Note that a I 0} = 0. 
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is often called the photon statistics of a coherent state (a Poisson distri bution with 
mean lal 2

). 

Another way of writing a coherent state is the following 

(383) 

The coherent states form an overcomplete non-orthogonal set. This is illustrated 
by the following result 

(384) 

The identity operator 1 can also be expressed in termsof this overcomplete set 

(385) 

where d2a = d(Rea)d(Ima). 
lf an operator 7 is expressed as ~ function F (a, at) of the operators a and at, the 
commutation rule (376) can be used to get all annihilation operators on the right 
side, so that the operator can always be written as follows 

f = L J;;>a tras = F(n) t = f(n) 
{r,s} (a,a ) 

(386) 

We define N as the (super-)operator that puts the operator 7 in its so called 
normally ordered form. Using the coherent state representation one can see that 

(ai7ia) = (ai7(n)la) = L J;;>(aiat'a8 ia) 
{r,s} 

""" r(n) a*' as = ~(n) 
~ Jrs (a,a*) (387) 

{r,s} 

This means that in calculating expectation values of some operator 7 we can ob
tain the result by first putting the operator in its normally ordered form, and then 
replacing a by a and at by a*. This can be very useful, since it can be used to 
reduce operator equations (operators not always commute) to c-number equations 
(c-numbers commute). The rnathematics of c-number equations is usually more 
simple than that for operator equations. 
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D. Diagonalization of Hamiltonian 

In this appendix the Hamiltonian descrihing two coupled harmonie oscillators will 
be rewritten in its diagorral form. 

(388) 

The coupling constant can be assumed to be real without loss of generality, since 
a transformation of one of the boson operators with only a fase factor is equivalent 
to a complex coupling constant. 
Using matrix notation the Hamiltonian can be written as follows 

(389) 

We now seek fora unitary operator (matrix) that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian ')/ 
( H ) so that can be written 

(390) 

We proceed by determining the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H from the relation 
det( H - >..I) = 0. This results in the quadratic equation 

(391) 

with solutions 

(392) 

ldentifying these eigenvalues with new frequencies Wc and wd the Hamiltonian in 
diagonalized form is given by 

H diag = h ( ~c ~d ) (393) 

or 
(394) 

The eigenveetors are now readily obtained and the unitary operator U becomes 

(395) 

with coeffi.cients 

U u 
Wc - Wa {(wc - Wa)

2 }-l/2 
--- 2 +1 

"" "" 
(396) 
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{ ( )2 r2 u12 Wd- Wa Wd- Wa 
(397) 2 + 1 

1'\, 1'\, 

U21 
{ (w, - w.)2 } -1/2 

2 + 1 ) 1'\, 
(398) 

U22 = { (w• :2w.)2 + 1} -1/2 (399) 

These matrix elements are real, sirree the frequencies Wa, •• , wd and K are real. The 
transformation of annihilation operators aeeording to w = Uv beeomes 

c 

d 

Uua + U12b 

U21a + U22b 

(400) 

(401) 

Sirree for an unitary operator U-:1 = ut the inverse transformation is given by 

a 

b 

Uuc + U21d 

U12c + U22d 
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E. Hermiticity of Liouville operator 

The Hermiticity of the Liouville operator for the Mori scalar product is shown as 
follows. 

(1IL.9) = ~ ~o~ Tr (Rp1te-aJ1[)1,,9jeaJI) da 

Since )I commutes with R13 this can he rewritten as follows 

(1IL.9) 1 ln/3 - Tr 
{3 0 

1 ln/3 - Tr 
{3 0 

(L1j.9) 

( Rp (- )11t + 1t )l)e-aJI geaJI) da 

( Rp[1t, )lje-aJI geaJI) da 

The last step follows from the result 

(L1)t k[)l' 1]t = k(()l1)t- (1)1)f) 

k ( 1t )I - )11t) = k [ 1t' )Ij 

(404) 

(405) 

(406) 

This proves the hermiticity of the Liouville operator under the Mori scalar product. 
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F. Calculation of Mori scalar product 

In order to calculate a Mori scalar product like e.g. 

(407) 

we have to evaluate an integral of the trace of some complicated operator. In 
order to do so it is useful to diagonalize the Hamiltonian before taking the trace. 
Introducing new annihilation and creation operators (c, d, ct and dt) it is possible 
to write the Hamiltonian in the following form (see appendix D) 

(408) 

where the new frequencies Wc and wd of the decoupled harmonie oscillators are 
given by 

Wc= ~ ( Wa + Wb + V(wa- Wb) 2 + 4~2) 

Wd = ~ (wa + Wb- V(wa- wb) 2 + 4~2) 

(409) 

(410) 

This corresponds to the transformation of annihilation operators according to 

a 

b 

with (real) coefficients 

Uuc + U21d 

U12c + U22d 

(411) 
(412) 

(413) 

(414) 

(415) 

(416) 

It is now also possible to transform e.g. at a in terms of the new annihilation and 
creation operators. 

( u;1ct + u;1dt) (U11c + U21d) 

Ui1ctc + U11U21ctd + U11U21cdt + Ui1dtd (417) 
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Using the diagonal form of the Hamiltonian )I it is possible to evaluate the trace in 
equation ( 407) using the number state representation. Furthermore the resolution 
of the identity operator 1 in terms of the complete set of number states for the 
operators c and d is used. 

I 1 = L lkl)(kll 
kl 

Tr (e-PNatae-aNataeaN) 

L(nmle(a-P)Natae-aN atalnm) 
nm 

L (nmle(a-P)N (uflctc + UuU21ctd + UuU21cdt + u;ldtd) lkl) 
nmkl 

(klle-aN (Uf1ctc + UuU21ctd + UuU21cdt + Ui1dtd) lnm) 

L (nmle(a-P)N (kUJ1Ik,l) + V(k + 1)lUuU21Ik + 1,1- 1) 
nmkl 

+ Vk(l + 1)UuU21Ik- 1,l + 1) + lUi1lk,l)) 

(klle-aN ( nUf1ln, m) + V(n + 1)mUuU21In + 1, m- 1) 

{418) 

+ Jn(m + 1)UuU2lln-1,m + 1) + mUf2ln,m)) (419) 

The exponential operator can he replaced by a numerical factor by using the 
following result. 

e-eN ln)c lm)d e-€1iwcct c In) ce-e~ddt d lm) d 

L (-Çii,wc)P (ctc)Pin)c L (-Çiilwd)q (dtd)qlm)d 
p p. q q. 

L ( -Çii,wc)P (n)Pin)c L ( -Çiilwd)q (m)qlm)d 
p p. q q. 

e -en(nwc+mwd) In) c I m) d (420) 

The now remaining bracket terms contain (orthogonal) number states andreduce 
to Kronecker deltas. Careful examination of each term shows that only six out of 
sixteen terms contribute to the sum. 

Tr ( e-PN at ae-aN at aeaN) 

L ( n2Utl + 2nmUflu;l + n(m + 1)Ufl u;lean(wc-Wd) 
nm 

+ (n + 1)mUf1Uile-an(wc-wd) + m2Uil) e-Pn(nwc+mwd) (421) 

In order to calculate the sums in this expression we generalize the result for the 
geometrie series. 

(422) 
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which is valid for I re I < 1. Differentiating this p times with respect to the param
eter Ç leads to 

00 

L,:(n ln r)PeEnlnr 
n=O 

00 

(ln r)P L nPrEn 
n=O 

(423) 

or, alternatively, hy choosing the parameter Ç = 1 

Sp(r) = f nPr~ = (ln rtP [(:è)P 1 ~re] n=O ~ E=l 
(424) 

This result is valid for lrl < 1. In particular the following results will he of 
importance here 

r r(r + 1) 
sl(r) = (1- r)2 ; s2(r) = (1 - r)3 (425) 

Finally the result for the trace hecomes 

Tr (e-PJiatae-aJiataeaJI) 

Utls2(r)So(s) + 2Uf1Ui1Sl(r)Sl(s) + Uf1Ui1Sl(r)(Sl(s) + So(s))eah(w.-wd) 

+ Uf1 Ui1 (Sl(r) + So(r))Sl(s)e-ah(w.-wd) + Ui1So(r)S2(s) (426) 

where we have defined randsas follows 

(427) 

The trace still contains the parameter o:. The Mori scalar product (407) is finally 
ohtained hy integration over o:, resulting in 

(ataiata) =} (Ut1S2(r)So(s) + 2Uf1Ui1Sl(r)Sl(s) + Ui1So(r)B2(s)) 

+ /3hrJ.1~!~)z ( Sl(r)(Sl(s) + So(s))(sjr- 1) 

+ (Sl(r) + So(r))Sl(s)(rjs- 1)) (428) 

It can he seen that for real frequencies Wc and wd this scalar product is real. 
Sirree other scalar products that will he encountered here only differ in the (real) 
coeffi.cients U, all these scalar products are real. 
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Similarly, the Mori scalar products used in section 5.3 can be evaluated. The result 
for G = (atlat) becomes 

(429) 

Again this scalar product is real, and other scalar products again differ only in the 
coeffi.cients U. 
It is interesting to consider the low temperature limit, i.e. T ~ 0, which means 
f3 ~ oo. Since the Mori scalar products only occur in ratios the factor 1/ (3Z is 
nota problem. With r,s --t 0, (429) simplifies to 

(atlat')o =_!_[Uil+ Uil] 
(3Z hwc hwd 

(430) 

The other Mori scalar products used in section 5.3 in this limit are given by 

(431) 

(432) 
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